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The collection of representative modal mineralogy data as well as textural and chemical information on statistically
significant samples is becoming essential in many areas of Earth and material sciences. Automated Scanning Electron
Microscopy (ASEM) systems provide an ideal solution for such tasks. This paper presents the methods and techniques
used in the recently developed TESCAN Integrated Mineral Analyzer (TIMA-X) with Version 1.5 TIMA software. The
benefits from the use of a fully integrated quantitative energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometry (EDS) and an advanced
statistical approach to ASEM systems are demonstrated. Typically, the system can handle more than 500,000 X-ray
events per second. Using a common spectral total of 1000 events this represents the acquisition of 500 spectra per second.
A number of measurement modes is available to make the most effective use of these spectra depending on the application.
For a back-scattered electrons (BSE) map combined with EDS data with spatial resolution of 10 µm, this represents the
high-resolution measurement of c. 1 cm2 of a thin section or a polished rock surface in 30 minutes. A patented X-ray
spectrum clustering algorithm that lowers the chemical detection limit is described and an example of its use is shown.
The modal and textural (liberation, association, size etc.) data produced are statistically robust and provide information
across a broad range of Earth and material sciences. A comparison with some other available instruments is also provided
together with a number of case studies.
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1. Introduction
Information on the modal composition of samples (i.e.
volume % or weight % of minerals/phases present) and
understanding of their textural relationships are essential in petrologic and petrogenetic studied (Le Bas and
Streckeisen 1991; Le Maitre 2002), modelling of ore
formation (Rollinson et al. 2011; Smythe et al. 2013; Nie
and Peng 2014; Santoro et al. 2014) and in fact in any
research related to Earth or material sciences (Gottlieb
2008; Pirrie and Rollinson 2011). Optical microscopy,
powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD), scanning electron
microscopy (SEM), often supplemented with energydispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) and electron-probe
microanalysis (EPMA) have represented the key methods used to characterize material properties in the past.
Although these techniques still play a crucial role in
mineralogy, petrology and geology, the last two decades
have seen the widespread use of SEM-based Automated
Mineralogy (AM) systems to help identifying minerals by
their composition and to quantify their proportions, size
and textural relations (Hoal et al. 2009; Pérez-Barnuevo
et al. 2013). By contrast, automated optical microscopy

instruments are still rather rare and have a limited use
because of the difficulties involved in automatically
identifying minerals by their color and other properties
in reflected light and polarized transmitted light (Pirard
2004; Donskoi et al. 2007; Lane et al. 2008; Poliakov and
Donskoi 2014; Berrezueta et al. 2016).
Automated Mineralogy instruments such as QEM
SCAN (Gottlieb et al. 2000) and MLA (Fandrich et al.
2007) were initially designed mainly for use in mineral
processing to determine particle mineral liberation from
representative samples of plant products (i.e. feeds, concentrates and tailings). These systems are indeed useful
for plant optimization and feed ore characterization for
predicting concentrator and leaching performance from
ore properties such as grade, elemental deportment, locking, grind size, hardness, and reagent consumption.
Lately, the AM systems have also progressively found
their way into many geological research laboratories
where they are now being widely used for gathering
mineralogical and petrological data. They have been employed to visualize and quantify petrological properties
such as alteration, contact zones, fractures, exsolution
structures, deformation re-crystallization and mapping
www.jgeosci.org
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distribution of inclusions as well as other data (Andersen
et al. 2009; Haberlah et al. 2010; Knappett et al. 2011;
Rollinson et al. 2011; Santoro et al. 2015; Ackerman et
al. 2017; Ward et al. 2018).
The AM systems have a number of time- and statisticsoptimized analysis methods and modes of operation specifically customized for various industrial and research
tasks. These include particle scans, field scans, line scans,
specific mineral search routines and other more complex
modes (Gottlieb et al. 2000; Fandrich et al. 2007). All
these AM systems are based on acquisition, presentation
and analysis of hyperspectral data (usually created by a
combination of BSE and elemental maps) representing
a 2-dimensional (2D) image of flat mineral/phase sections typically for large, statistically significant areas of
the sample. A recent trend is that manufacturers of more
classic SEM/EDS hardware and elemental quantification
software are also starting to follow the example set by
AM systems away from traditional (point analysis) and
“elemental mapping” to more useful “phase mapping”.
Their goal is to create 2D mineral/phase images from
geological and other specimens though typically on a
smaller scale due to the time constrains (Johnson et al.
2015). It might be foreseen that the two approaches will
possibly slowly converge while at the moment combinations of both concepts might be necessary to provide the
right answers.
In this article we summarize some basic concepts of
the use of AM systems in geosciences. Moreover, we
demonstrate the latest developments of the TESCAN
Integrated Mineral Analyzer (TIMA-X) system and its
applications on several typical examples. Some suggestions are also made for further developments towards
universal, statistically sound instrumental methods for
the analysis of minerals and rocks.

2. TESCAN Integrated Mineral Analyzer
(TIMA)

2.1. TIMA hardware
The TIMA-X system is based on one to four Energy
Dispersive X-ray silicon drift detectors (SDD) attached
to standard LM (small) or GM (large) chambers of the
TESCAN MIRA (field-emission gun – FEG) or VEGA
(thermionic emission – tungsten) platforms.
High throughput is achieved by the use of multiple
TIMA EDS detectors operated at very high count rates (in
excess of 2,000,000 counts per second, as measured on a
platinum standard) and using low-count EDX spectra to
identify the minerals at each measurement point (or each
homogeneous segment/part of a grain depending on the
analysis mode). Hardware and software integration is
48

also very important. In contrast to classical EDX phase
mapping software that requires high count numbers to
be collected at each map pixel, the TIMA system is optimized to deal with rapidly acquired low-count spectra.
The TIMA has specific capabilities for geological
applications because of its specialized integration of
hardware and software and its high level of automation.
The speed, automation and unattended operation allow
the researcher to collect detailed data that were not possible to obtain through human-interactive operation of an
SEM/EDX system. The multiple EDX detectors, in addition to providing a speed multiplier, have a side-benefit of
reducing shading for artefact-free measurement of uneven
surfaces with an imperfect polish.
Apart from the back-scattered electron (BSE), secondary electron (SE), and EDS detectors, the TIMA system
can be also accompanied by cathodoluminescence (CL)
detector for simultaneous acquisition of CL data during
the measurements. An integrated Raman spectroscopy
system is also available as an option.
For the larger chamber, up to nine 27 × 47 mm thin
sections or fifteen 30 mm diameter or twenty two 25 mm
diameter polished blocks can be analyzed in a single
batch. The smaller chamber accommodates two 27 × 47
mm thin sections or seven 30 mm diameter or 25 mm
diameter polished blocks. A fully automated system
(“autoloader”) that is capable of sample exchanges for
one hundred 30 mm diameter or 25 mm diameter polished
blocks is also available.
All the processing of spectral phase classification is
performed already during the data collection in order to
use the time efficiently and to produce results by the time
when the acquisition is finished. The raw data are also
saved together with the processed results to allow for
modification of the parameters and off-line reclassification and/or reinterpretation of the measurements.

2.2.	Back-scattered electron (BSE) image
analysis
Imaging and image analysis are fundamental to automated
mineral analysis. A stable and well calibrated BSE image
is a prerequisite for its proper implementation (Fandrich et
al. 2007). The machine calibration is performed on a Faraday cup and a platinum standard; automated checks and
optimizations for long-term measurements are included in
the system. At the typical working conditions, the stability
of the probe current is better than 0.5 % in 24 hours (for
both tungsten and field-emission systems). Consequently,
the BSE signal, which depends on the probe current, displays the same (0.5 %) level of stability. It means that if
a typical mineral has a mean BSE level of 50.00 arbitrary
units, it will not change more than ± 0.25 in 24 hours. The
probe current and BSE detector parameters are adjusted
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Fig. 1 Mean atomic number (Z) plotted for selected minerals and phases to demonstrate the BSE overlaps.

automatically to maintain optimum stability. This also allows for easy discrimination of phases on a long-term run
with BSE image only.
Due to a number of factors the BSE calibration curve
of individual BSE detectors is not linear, which creates
potential problems in cross-correlation with other systems. Therefore the use of the average atomic number (Z)
to monitor the BSE response of a mineral/phase could be
suggested to overcome this calibration problem. Lloyd
(1987) has examined in detail the use of BSE signal in
mineralogy.
It should be noted that the short-term stability and
resolution are generally much higher than the long-term
one (~0.1 Z compared to ~1 Z or more). This leads to the
important ability to use the relative BSE brightness for
image/phase segmentation, but gives it a more limited use
in the actual mineral/phase identification.
There have been attempts to use the BSE-only approach (Harding 2002; Sánchez et al. 2012) but its
application to more complex tasks is rather limited due
to the common overlaps of BSE values of individual
minerals and their high variability even within a single
mineral species (Fig. 1). Among the ~6,000 known
minerals and valid unnamed minerals (Smith and Nickel
2008), there are over 700 cases of overlapping BSE
image data because of differences in average atomic
numbers being below 0.1 Z. This does not even take into
account variations based on difference in BSE within a
single mineral species due to elemental substitutions.
Therefore the use of combined BSE and EDS is strongly
advisable.

2.2.1. Particle de-agglomeration
For particulate samples such as mineral sand, dust,
soils or milled products the TIMA system has an automated touching-particle function that detects agglomerates (Hrstka 2008; Kwitko-Ribeiro 2012). The TIMA
separates particles according to a set of predetermined
parameters. This functionality is crucial if textural characteristics of individual particles/grains are of interest to
prevent false association or size-distribution data.

2.3. Phase segmentation
Once individual segments have been identified by the
initial BSE image, the next step of the mineralogical
analysis is to delineate coherent segments of BSE and
EDS spatial data by the clustering/edge detection method
(Motl and Filip 2013). The segmentation is an important step that enables the creation of high-count spectra
suitable for EDS quantitative analysis. This unique approach provides a means by which to assign the directly
measured chemistry to each of the measured phases as
needed. The individual low-count spectra typically used
in AM systems (~1000 to below ~20,000 counts) are not
suitable for generating precise and accurate quantitative
elemental information.
The segmentation is done after data acquisition, by
creating a gradient image using the BSE image and the
elemental X-ray intensities. The gradient image is then
processed by a watershed transformation that detects
continuous edges. The watershed transformation uses
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one parameter – the minimum gradient that is regarded
as an edge. The value of this parameter is controlled
by the user. Whenever two segments in contact have
a similar composition and, as a result, the gradient
between them is low, they are merged into a single
segment rather than remain separated. The minimum
gradient parameter is used to increase the separation of
such phases. If it is too high, the software creates too
many segments and, as a result, this yields large datasets
and off-line reclassification and data processing takes
more time.

2.4. Mineral identification by BSE and X-ray
analysis (Acquisition Modes)
The TIMA currently has four X-ray analysis scanning
modes to identify mineral species: High-resolution
mapping, Point spectrometry, Line mapping and Dot
mapping. These modes have been developed to economize on the X-ray acquisition time. Each mode can be
further optimized to perform specific tasks. The most
important optimization parameters are the number of
X-ray counts per analytical spectrum and the distance
spread (pixel spacing) of individual analytical points
(Fig. 2).

2.4.1. TIMA High-resolution Mapping (THRM)
In this mode the TIMA first collects the BSE signal at the
analytical point and then one X-ray spectrum (typically
> 1000 counts) for each point over a regular grid within
each segmented particle. The BSE level is used as a
threshold so that if the BSE level is outside the specified
range (e.g. epoxy), the X-ray spectra are not collected in
order to save run time (Fig. 2a). This method can be used
to handle various rocks with complex textures or other
samples where detailed resolution is required. Due to the
optimized data processing and simultaneous use of four
SDD detectors, the TIMA acquisition rate, when translated into measurement time elapsed, is approximately
30 minutes for the analysis of 1 cm² of a granitic rock at
10 µm pixel spacing and 1000 counts per spectrum per
point (in the THRM mode). This acquisition mode, together with the liberation analysis, can be used to collect
modal and textural data (e.g., Žák et al. 2016).


Fig. 2 Sketch illustrating the principles of TIMA acquisition modes.
a – High-resolution mapping using the same regular BSE and EDS
analysis grid. b – Point mapping uses BSE only to segment the image
and collect single EDS spectra from each phase discriminated based on
BSE. c – Line mapping records one-dimensional profiles through the
sample. d – Dot mapping uses different pixel spacing for the BSE and
EDS data collection.

2.4.2. TIMA Point Spectrometry (TPS)
In point spectrometry, individual particles and distinct
phases/grains are determined using the BSE image only.
Areas of similar BSE brightness are identified as homogeneous regions. The center of the largest inscribed circle of
each region is then used as a single X-ray analysis point
to identify a mineral or a phase representing the entire
region (Fig. 2b). This method is very fast, but cannot
resolve two adjacent phases with similar mean atomic
numbers but different chemistry and thus can lead to
large areas of misclassification (Fandrich et al. 2007). It
can be used to handle various geological samples as far
as the minerals of interest have sufficient BSE grey level
contrast. This can be difficult to predict for unknown
samples and thus only well-known/previously studied
samples can be recommended for this type of analysis.
Its definite advantage is the high speed as only a single
spectrum is collected per homogeneous BSE segment.
As stated previously, Z resolution is highly dependent on
measurement parameters like beam current, brightness/
contrast settings of the instrument, quality of the sample
surface, focus etc. (Lloyd 1987; Harding 2002).

2.4.3. TIMA Line Mapping (TLM)
Line mapping is used to reduce X-ray acquisition time
but still maintain some textural information such as
mineral grain size and mineral association. For line mapping each field is covered by equidistant horizontal lines
using a specified “line spacing” (Fig. 2c). The electron
beam moves along each line in regularly distributed
measurement points using the specified “pixels spacing”.
At each point, the BSE level is determined, if the BSE
level is above the threshold, the beam is kept on this spot
until the specific number of X-ray counts from the spectrometer is collected. The beam then moves to the next
point. When the pre-determined limit of the line length
(field size) is reached, the beam moves to the next line
and starts over. This procedure is repeated until all lines
covering the selected field have been scanned.
Then, the individual lines are divided into multiple
linear sections using the combination of the BSE level
and the EDS data to determine boundaries between distinct phases.
The EDS data from the measurement points within
each line section/segment are summed. The mean BSE
level for each line section/segment is determined as well.
The mean BSE level and the combined spectrum are used
to classify the line sections using the specified classification scheme to determine the mineral/phase.
The advantage of this method in comparison with
Point Spectrometry method is that it resolves boundaries
between phases with similar mean atomic number but
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different chemistry, and still provides high speed. This
method gives only bulk association and modal data due to
one dimensional cuts through the particles rather than two
dimensional maps of each particle. However, it has the
advantage of enabling the measurement of more particles
to obtain better sampling statistics.
It can be used to handle various complex geological
samples with the advantage of high speed if the collection
of the full set of quantitative textural data is not critical. It
also stores BSE images of each field so the operator can
assess the quality of the results (perform QA, i.e. quality
assurance) easily and get detailed qualitative information
on textures from the BSE images (Fig. 3).

2.4.4. TIMA Dot Mapping (TDM)
Fig. 3 Example of thin section modal analysis by the means of TIMA
Line Mapping (TLM). Quantitative modal data are obtained fast (10 min
for the whole thin section) while textural context is provided by the
simultaneously acquired BSE image.

Dot mapping imposes a BSE grid with specific resolution
(determined as “pixel spacing”) over the entire sample,
or specific particles/grains thereof (based on the BSE
threshold). It uses the acquired image to segment areas
of homogeneous BSE intensities and identifies the center

a)
e)
d)

c)

b)

Fig. 4 Examples of a basic classification scheme with classification rules and mineral data for quartz selected. a – Database/list of minerals in a
basic classification scheme. b – Standard spectra taken from the measured sample or calculated from stoichiometry/theoretical values. c – Chemical
data acquired from the EDS during the measurement or imported from an external source. d – Classification rules automatically generated based
on the standard spectra (b). e – Mineral properties like name and density assigned to the selected mineral entry.
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of greatest inscribed circle. In the second pass it creates a
rectangular grid for X-ray acquisition with resolution specified by the “dot spacing” over each of the “preliminary”
BSE phase segments determined in the first step. The combination of the high-resolution BSE image and the lowerresolution EDS data is used to greatly improve the phase
segmentation when the preliminary segments comprise
of multiple minerals/phases with similar Z but different
chemistry. X-ray data from zones of similar BSE and
EDS signals are summed to produce single higher quality
spectra for each final segment. Average BSE and summed
spectra from each final segment are used to determine the
mineral identity. The origin of the second X-ray data grid
is centered on each segment. This means that even grains
smaller than the “dot spacing” of the X-ray data grid are
characterized by at least a single X-ray analysis point.
The Dot Mapping method provides an excellent
compromise between the high-resolution mapping and
the point spectrometry method in terms of speed versus
textural/information detail. As a single X-ray spectrum is
collected even for particles smaller than the “dot spacing”, even the smallest bright particles and textures are
recorded (Fig. 2d).
The data collection procedure can be customized for
specific tasks by the variation of its parameters (e.g. very
fast analysis of a thin section – Slavík et al. 2016; Ackerman et al. 2017) or very detailed, submicron analysis of
complex dust particles or soil contaminants (Harvey et
al. 2017; Hrstka et al. 2017a, b).

2.5. Mineral standards library (Classification
Scheme)
Mineral identification through BSE signals, EDS data
or the combination of both requires a library of mineral
compositional limits/mineral definition rules or standard
spectra (Classification scheme in TIMA – Fig. 4). Any
unknown spectra collected from a point or a segment,
together with related information from other detectors
(BSE, CL, SE etc.), are used to find the closest or first
match to the records in the database providing mineral/
phase identification. For TIMA, a first match principle is
used being based on the combination of mineral definition
rules, either determined automatically (from a “standard
spectrum” or calculated from a theoretical mineral/phase
composition) by the system or created by the user from
BSE, X-ray spectral windows counts and/or their ratios.
The automation in creating the rules based on standard
spectra significantly reduces the time spent on building a
classification scheme, especially when tens or hundreds
of potential phases are involved. A classification scheme
provides not only the name of the identified phase, but also
information on its exact chemistry and density needed in
all subsequent modal or elemental deportment calcula-

tions. The phase chemistry for a specific classification
scheme can be based directly on the collected EDS data,
taken from the theoretical stoichiometric composition, or
entered manually based on a relevant external analysis
[e.g. EMPA, Laser-Ablation Inductively Coupled Plasma
Mass Spectrometry (LA-ICP-MS), Proton-Induced X-ray
Emission (PIXE), or Micro X-ray fluorescence (µXRF)].
These external analyses can account for elements which
are sometimes present in phases in trace amounts but are
important for the overall element distribution of the sample
(e.g. gold in pyrite, nickel in goethite). This is particularly
important for phases containing elements with concentrations below EDS detection limits.
The density as a first approximation is based on the
mineral/phase identity or external study of the mineral/
phase. There is no direct means currently available for
measuring mineral density inside a SEM.
Built-in QA routines provide a confusion matrix to
point the user to potential problematic phases which
could be misidentified/mismatched due to overlaps in the
classification parameters. Basic classification schemes are
provided with the system as a starter kit. The Webmineral
database (Mineralogical database 2017) is included to allow for quick and easy creation of classification scheme
entries from theoretical mineral formulae matching the
specific project needs.
In order to further simplify the current workflow, a
supervised or fully autonomous system based on artificial
intelligence, machine learning and neural networks is
under development (Hrstka et al. 2017a).

2.6. Measurement analysis types
The TIMA software uses several acquisition modes (Section 2.4 above) to create various Measurement Analysis
Types designed to accommodate different mineralogical
and petrological information requirements. The Measurement Analysis Types and their associated Acquisition
Modes are summarized in Tab. 1 and described below.

2.6.1. TIMA Modal Analysis (TMA)
This is the most basic analysis method in which only the
modal data are collected through “high-resolution mapTab. 1 Available analysis types and relevant acquisition modes
Analysis type
Acquisition mode
High-resolution
mapping
Point spectroscopy
Line mapping
Dot mapping
× = Currently available

Modal Liberation Bright phase Section
analysis analysis
search
analysis
×

×

×

×

×
×
×

×

×
×
×

×
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ping” (see Section 2.4.1). It can be applied to particulate
material or thin sections and polished blocks to obtain
statistically robust modal data. It is in a way similar to
classical point counting (Glagolev 1934; Larrea et al.
2014 and references therein), but is able to collect more
than 500 analytical points per second!

2.6.2. TIMA Liberation Analysis (TLA)
In the Liberation analysis (Fig. 5), the EDS data are collected simultaneously with the BSE or in the subsequent
phase depending on the acquisition mode. In general,
the Liberation analysis can be customized to provide a
very versatile tool for collecting statistically robust data
on modal and textural characteristics of the sample. The
patented segmentation algorithm (Section 2.3 above)
combines the BSE and X-ray spectral information from
similar points in a grid automatically into clusters (zones
of coherent BSE and EDS data). The EDS data from
the measurement points inside each grain/segment are
summed to produce high-quality spectra. The mean BSE
level for each grain/segment and the combined spectrum
are used to classify the segments and form grains using
the specified classification scheme to determine the mineral/phase identity. The raw unsegmented data are saved
and can be re-segmented later off-line. This enables the

user to develop more advanced algorithms for phase
segmentation and clustering even for the most complex
samples (Hrstka et al. 2017a, b).

2.6.3. TIMA Bright Phase Search (TBPS)
This mode is a specific instance of the liberation analysis
that is optimized to search for phases (usually scarce)
with a specific BSE signal, chemical composition, or
both. It adds an extra step of initial assessment of the
phase as a phase of interest either based on a BSE value,
or on a single spectrum, i.e. phase identification based on
a certain ”classification scheme” (phase filtering). This
provides optimum results for search for specific phases
of interest as demonstrated in some previous studies
(Haluzová et al. 2015; Slavík et al. 2016). There is also
a parameter to decide whether the entire host particle
should be subjected to EDS analysis or if only a certain
area around the grain of interest is analyzed (Fig. 6). This
provides the means of analyzing specific grains within
thin sections or large particles and include the relevant
textural/association/locking data. It can dramatically
speed up the analysis in such scenarios. If required,
BSE images of the whole sample can be also collected
simultaneously in order to understand the general textural
context.

a)

b)

BSE

EDS

c)

particle

Segments

d)

grains
Segmentation

Mineral Map
50µm
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2.6.4. TIMA Section
    Analysis (TSA)
This analysis type detects phases
using either BSE or a combination of BSE and EDS data. The
EDS data are collected simultaneously with the BSE or in the
subsequent phase depending on
the acquisition mode. This mode
does not detect the particles; it
is designed solely to study polished sections or thin sections of
a solid rock.
Fig. 5 Individual steps of TIMA Liberation analysis with dot mapping
mode – BSE image at 0.3 μm (a) and
EDS data at 1.5 μm (b) are combined
by an algorithm to produce pools of
coherent BSE and EDS data/segments
(c). Energy-dispersive data from each
pixel within a segment are summed
to produce one high-quality spectrum
(suitable for quantitative EDS analysis). The average BSE intensity is also
calculated. Data from each segment are
then compared against the classification
scheme and mineral map is created (d).

Automated mineralogy and petrology – applications of TESCAN Integrated Mineral Analyzer (TIMA)

2.7. Data analysis and presentation
In addition to the measurement capabilities, the TIMA
software enables saving the measurements/data in a da-

tabase structure, to view them interactively, to process
them, analyze and create reports to present the quantitative mineralogical and petrological information generated
by the TIMA measurements. Image data (currently BSE,

a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. 6 Specific mineral search in thin sections from the Ni–Cu–(PGE) mineralization at Rožany, Czech Republic. a – Example of a thin section
covered by 904 individual fields with 600 μm field width (resolution of 0.5 μm, 5000 counts per point and 5 μm neighborhood size). This measurement identified ~2000 potential targets on a single thin section and automatically identified 43 PGM grains. Summed EDS spectra provided their
composition and exact coordinates for navigation of the consequent EMPA analysis. b – Zoomed area with three PGM grains with their surrounding
minerals being analyzed to provide association/locking data (e.g. presence in sulfides, silicates or on the grain boundaries). c – Selected particles
of PGM with information on their area, size and position within the sample. d – Statistical data on the number of individual minerals analyzed
during the automated search and the area (volume of phases in pixels) of each mineral group.
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SE and CL) are combined with the elemental composition
and densities of the identified phases/minerals on a pixel
by pixel (or segment by segment) basis to produce a variety of mineralogical data. There are several predefined
reports/data analysis tools that are available; the information they provide is nearly self-explanatory:
● Panorama, Fields, Particle viewer, and Grain view
are used to visualize the images of grains, particles,
individual analyzed fields or whole samples.
● Mineral association, Mineral liberation, Mineral
locking, Mineral release, Grain size Phase SSA,
Porosity and Particle constituents are designed
to provide values related to textural analysis of
the samples. For the examples of textural analysis
reader is referred to e.g. Lastra (2007) or Pérez-Barnuevo et al. (2013).
● Elemental Mass, Elemental deportment and Mineral
Mass provide results on modal distribution of minerals/phases and the distribution of elements between
individual phases/minerals. The performance of a
theoretical perfect concentrator is given by the Grade-Recovery report. It is used to compare with the
actual performance of a mineral concentrator plant
and asses its efficiency. See Lotter et al. (2011) and
Altree-Williams et al. (2015) for more details on the
use of grade-recovery data.
An important type of report is the Assay reconciliation that provides a QA check against an independent
chemical assay of a sample. If a representative sample
is selected, then two aliquots can be made. The first
is measured by TIMA and the modal mineralogy is
combined with the mineral chemistries and densities to
calculate a theoretical elemental assay of the sample.
The calculated assay is compared to the XRF, ICP-MS
or any other independent bulk chemical analysis of the
other representative aliquot. Very good reconciliation
can be achieved but some potential pitfalls related
mainly to the sampling statistics and the quality of
the preparation of the samples were identified and
discussed in literature (Hrstka 2008, 2012; Johnson et
al. 2015; Lastra and Paktunc 2016; Pooler and Dold
2017).
Measurement properties report tabulates measurement parameters such as the measurement type, acquisition mode, pixel spacing with operational statistical
values such as measurement time, area, number of
fields, number of particles and number of analytical
points acquired.
There are also general-purpose reports, which include
the Generic output, Particle category and Category viewer. Each of them can be customized for a particular purpose by using mineral particle and elemental properties
from the measured data in expressions and queries. These
reports represent the full potential of the AM systems.
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2.8. User-defined expressions and queries
User-defined expressions are used for particle classification, filtering and sorting. This provides the best opportunity to explore the data for any specific research project
and create outputs based on categorizers. Examples
could be plotting drilling log data from several samples
studied during a drilling campaign, geological mapping,
provenance study, creating complex tables for dashboards
and interactive real-time work with data.

2.8.1.	Expressions and queries
The TIMA software has the ability to select multiple subsets of measured data from the database by user-defined
queries. The syntax is somewhat similar to a Structured
Query Language (SQL) approach but is specifically tailored to AM requirements.
Queries can be used to extend capabilities of the existing predefined reports or to create new specific custom
reports. The query can be understood as a function that
derives a statistics from a (sub-) population of objects, for
example total mass of a phase. Depending on the report
type, the statistic assessment is applied to all selected
measurements or a subpopulation thereof classified using
the categorizer or created by filtering of a certain type of
objects. This is a highly customizable way to explore the
data and to provide appropriate interpretation suitable for
every specific mineralogy/petrology research or industry
driven task. A suitable example could be looking at the
deportment/distribution of a certain element among different mineral phases or even individual lithotypes present in the sample.

2.8.2. Filtering
Filters are used to create an object (e.g. particle or mineral grain) sub-set for subsequent inclusion in the computation and display of images, tables and charts. A filter
can be as simple as manually including or excluding a
sub-set of measurements or it can be more complex,
based on user-defined criteria.
Multiple object properties can be combined in a filter
through expressions or through a selection of multiple
filters from a pre-defined table. Multiple filters are a form
of the logical AND operator; an object must pass all the
conditions in a filter group (referred to as “expression”)
to be included.
An example of application is the location of grains of
zircons in a heavy minerals grain mount for later analysis
by e.g. EPMA or LA-ICP-MS. A multiple filter can easily be defined to show particles with zircon grains larger
than 30 µm (e.g. combined size (size>30) and phase
(MineralPercent(Zircon)>90). It can also be
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used to exclude some artefacts from the measurements
based on their size, composition and/or shape. Filtering
is also very useful for interactive work where it can be
used to focus onto a small subset of relevant information
(e.g., particles with density > 3 g/cm3 and size > 100 µm).

2.8.3.	Sorting
Sorting allows the user to arrange objects (e.g. particles
or grains) based on their properties. It allows the user to
visualize particles based on their size, mineral or element
contents, density or other parameters. This is particularly
useful while performing the quality control on the results
or for understanding data present in calculations visually.
An example would be to sort all the zircon grains found in
a thin section by their size or sort all the grains found based
on their density to evaluate the phases likely allowing the
LA-ICP-MS dating. Another example would be to sort all
the particles/grains by element mass, or phase mass to see
the most important carriers of a certain element/phase in the
tested sample (e.g. to evaluate the possible nugget effect of
one big grain hosting most of a certain element).

2.8.4. Categorizing
Unlike the filters that are used to exclude particles/data
from charts, tables and visualization the categorizers
are employed to subdivide the data into user-defined
categories (classes). Each category is defined by a set of
rules, based on properties of the data objects (e.g. particle size, liberation, phase contents, elemental content
etc.). Combinations of rules of different kind are also
possible. Categories are now used only in specific report
types. A simple example would be to create individual
sub-groups of particles based on their textural properties
like liberation or association. (e.g., Area % (Mineral)>=80 <=100, Area % (Mineral)>=60
<=80, Area %(Mineral)>=20 <=60, Area
% (Mineral)>0 <=20). For particulate samples this
would create classes of nearly free (liberated) mineral of
interest, relatively liberated mineral of interest, mixed
particles composed of mineral of interest and other
phases and particles with low proportion of the mineral of
interest. While liberation or association information are
mostly used in mineral processing to model the theoretical behavior of particles in a physical separation unit like
cyclone or flotation cell (Sandmann and Gutzmer 2013;
Jordens et al. 2016) the same concept can be easily extended to classifying the rock fragments or thin sections
according to their petrological classification (“lithotyping”) (Haberlah et al. 2010; Knappett et al. 2011; Higgs
et al. 2015). Automated classification according to the
QAPF classification scheme for igneous rocks (Le Maitre
2002) can be an excellent example. As we can use the

combined modal and textural criteria at the same time
for categorizing, this approach of automated rock type
classification can be also adopted for sedimentary and, to
a certain degree, even to metamorphic rocks.

2.8.5. Mineral grouping
As the list of phases/minerals identified in a sample can
be quite extensive, a grouping function allows a mineral
group to be defined and further treated as individual
mineral phase (e.g. all feldspars, all amphiboles, all silicates, all heavy minerals etc.). Minor minerals of little
importance to an analysis could be automatically grouped
as “other” based on a minimal mass in the sample threshold. Several groupings with different level of detail for
classification of minerals/phases (e.g. species, series,
subgroups, groups) can be used at the same time to
simplify the navigation through data or results reporting
(e.g. detailed grouping for modal analysis and simplified
grouping for textural/petrographic analysis).

3. Case studies
The many measurement types and acquisition modes of
the TIMA system were tested at the Institute of Geology
of the Czech Academy of Sciences in numerous scientific
projects in areas spanning from ore geology (Haluzová
et al. 2015), through paleontology and paleoecology
(Slavík et al. 2016), petrology (Svojtka et al. 2016; Žák
et al. 2016; Ackerman et al. 2017; Breiter et al. 2017,
2018), archaeology (Neumannová et al. 2016), ecology/contaminated soil analysis (Harvey et al. 2017) to
dust analysis (Hrstka et al. 2017b). The majority of the
applications have been linked to the fast collection of
statistically robust data on mineral composition and textural characteristics, together with the ability to quickly
search for specific minerals or phases within geological
samples. To illustrate the novel approach of Dot map
(TDM) analysis and Bright phase search (TBPS) in thin
sections (specific mineral search), selected case studies
on applications of the TIMA AM technology are briefly
outlined in this section.

3.1. Case study 1 – fast automated search
for specific minerals in thin and polished
sections
The modal analysis in combination with Bright phase
search (TBPS) was used to provide better constraints
on the nature, conditions of formation and evolution of
sulphide mineralization at Rožany deposit, northernmost
Bohemian Massif (Haluzová et al. 2015). Studied samples were collected in two abandoned quarries (the first
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quarry: N 51°2.09'; E 14°27.08', the second: N 51°2.05';
E 14°27.87') in 2014–2015. In total, six samples of massive ores, two of disseminated ores and one of the barren
dolerite were selected from a large sample collection.
These were used to investigate the mineralogy and characteristics of the Ni–Cu–(PGE) mineralization.
The distribution of the individual platinum-group
minerals (PGM) was established through the detailed
“TBPS” analysis. For the eight studied samples, over
29,000 potential target grains (0.5–200 µm in size) were
identified based on the BSE brightness. By matching
the EDS signature to the classification scheme, 63 PGM
grains were located in less than 10 h. Their identification through the automated system was crosschecked by
a detailed manual SEM/EMPA investigation of selected
individual grains located through the TIMA analysis.
The correlative TIMA workflow allowed exporting the
co-ordinates of target grains into the EPMA system. In
addition to the previous studies, minerals moncheite
[(Pt,Pd)(TeBi) 2] and michenerite [(Pd,Pt)BiTe] were
revealed and a possible unnamed Pt–As–Te phase was
also noted. During the TIMA investigation the PGM were
found not only directly in the base-metal sulphides or
at sulphide–silicate grain boundaries, but also in matrix
silicates, amphiboles and/or chlorites. This indicates that
at least part of the PGM was related to the late-stage
hydrothermal processes.
The distribution of the individual PGE was shown to
correlate with the likely incorporation of Iridium group
of PGM (I-PGM) in Ni-bearing sulphides in the form
of solid solution. The results are in agreement with the
findings of Sandmann and Gutzmer (2015) indicating
that high number of polished sections needs to be studied
to provide statistically valid data on PGM distribution.
The automated approach enabled fast localization and
identification of PGM among the BSE-bright phases
within the samples. It also helped to assess the economic
potential of the deposit and to constrain the ore genesis
in comparison with other Ni–Cu–(PGE) mineralizations
(Haluzová et al. 2015).

3.2. Case study 2 – palaeoecological
characterization of the Lochkovian–
Pragian boundary
A highly automated approach was used in the paleoecological characterization of the sedimentary record across
the Lochkovian–Pragian boundary in the Spanish Central
Pyrenees to explain the origin of the anomalously high
(17 to 26 ppm) Th contents in this stratigraphic interval
as well as to better understand the potential source areas
and provenance of impurities in the carbonates (Slavík et
al. 2016). In this case the use of AM allowed us to trace
the source of Th and identify monazite as its main carrier.
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Also the spatial distribution of magnetite in the samples
was used to shed some light on the magnetostratigraphic
properties of the rocks.
The TIMA has found over a thousand monazite grains,
1–80 µm across, some displayed a complex inner structure
formed by visible relict nuclei crystals or crystoclasts rich
in Th, surrounded by altered overgrowths with a spongy
or crystalline appearance considerably depleted in Th.
The outermost rims were again enriched in Th. From the
detailed analysis of individual monazite grains, the identified textures and comparison to similar material from other
locations worldwide, understanding on the paleoclimate and
its evolution was improved (Slavík et al. 2016 and references therein). Based on this published example, automated
mineralogy data together with systematic specific mineral
search and related deportment of elements of interest in
thin sections and rock samples offers wide and promising
applications in identification of source areas, paleoclimate
reconstructions and provenience studies in general.

3.3. Case study 3 – Cínovec/Zinnwald Pluton,
Krušné Hory Mts./Erzgebirge
The 1597 m deep borehole CS-1 located in the center of
the Cínovec Pluton represents an ideal object for evaluation of vertical structure of rare-metal bearing magmatic
systems (Štemprok and Šulcek 1969; Štemprok 2016;
Breiter et al. 2017).
A combination of textural and chemical methods was
applied to the whole-rock and mineral samples to define
chemical and mineral composition of all granite facies and
to assess the relative role of magmatic and metasomatic
processes during differentiation of the pluton and formation of the Cínovec/Zinnwald Li–Sn greisen deposit.
One of the tasks was the estimation of temperature of
crystallization of the main granite facies using feldspar
geothermometer (Whitney and Stormer 1977).
The Cínovec Pluton is composed of two principal
units: a suite of albite–zinnwaldite granites forms upper
part to the depth of 735 m, whereas the suite of biotite
granites follows in interval 735–1597 m. Both suites
locally comprise fine-grained distinctly porphyritic facies (traditionally termed as microgranites) with perthite
phenocrysts 5–10 mm in size.
To calculate the primary perthite composition and estimate the temperature of its crystallization, typical samples of both microgranites (zinnwalditic from the depth
of 413 m and biotitic from the depth of 880 m) were
selected. The surface of thin section was divided into a
square grid (c. 300 squares per a standard section) and the
abundances of Ab and Kfs in each square were measured
using TIMA. The results of the squares composed only
of perthite were highlighted, and carefully inspected to
verify if all of the albite really represented perthite ad-
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Fig. 7 Detailed investigation of a fine-grained layered rock (Megiliggar, Cornwall): a – Macro-photo; b – Mineral map by TIMA; c – Modal composition of individual layers. Mineral abbreviations after Whitney & Evans (2010). Crystallization of the rock proceeded upwards.

mixtures. After the exclusion of all squares containing
also the likely primary albite, the mean composition of
perthite within the section was calculated. The primary
composition of the alkali feldspars was obtained on the
basis of modal abundances of the K- and Na-phases and
their chemical compositions measured by the EMPA. The
calculated Ab component in primary feldspar decreases
from c. 40 % in the biotite microgranite (BtGm) at the
depth of 860 m to c. 21 % in the zinnwaldite microgranite
(ZiGm) at the depth of 413 m. Considering the decrease
in pressure during magma ascent in the Eastern Erzgebirge (6 → 1 kbar; Müller et al. 2005) and the primary
composition of associated plagioclase (An15 in the BtGm
and An05 in the ZiGm), the temperature of the perthite
equilibration decreases upwards from approximately
800 °C to 550 °C. In this case the automated collection of
modal and textural data allowed better understanding of
the granite evolution as detailed in Breiter et al. (2017).

3.4. Case study 4 – estimation of mineral
and chemical composition of layered
aplite–pegmatite dykes: “line rocks”
of Megiliggar, Cornwall
Genetic relation between granitic pegmatites and granites, i.e. a search for the source of particular pegmatite

body in some neighboring granite pluton, is the topic
of a long-term debate (London 2008). Despite intense
search, localities enabling to study the direct transition
from granite pluton to rare-element pegmatite dykes are
scarce. One of the best examples is the Megiliggar Rock
at the SE contact of the Tregonning Granite in Cornwall,
SW England (Stone 1969). Spectacular outcrops in the
coastal cliff show the transition from the granite pluton
through dyke leucogranites to aplites and pegmatites.
The TIMA was used for a detailed study of the modal
and chemical compositions of layered parts of the dykes,
where the thickness of individual layers varies between
1 and 5 mm (Breiter et al. 2018).
Mineral maps across the zoning were constructed and
mineral compositions in texturally distinct layers computed using the TIMA technology (Fig. 7). Prior mapping, typical EDS spectra of all analysed minerals were
collected directly from the studied thin sections which
substantially improved classification of different varieties
of micas and other less common minerals.
Modal composition from part of one of the measured
profiles is shown in Tab. 2 and Fig. 7. Modal composition
of the sequence evolved systematically by the decrease in
K-feldspar (28→6.5 vol. %), quartz (33→10 vol. %), and
muscovite (12→2 vol. %), along with a strong increase
in albite (16→72 vol. %). Contents of Qtz, Kfs and Ms
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Tab. 2 Modal and computed chemical compositions of the individual aplite layers from Megiliggar
(Cornwall) (vol. % resp. wt. %)
Layer #
Orthoclase
Albite
Quartz
Schorl
Muscovite
Zinnwaldite
Apatite
Topaz
Fluorite
Rutile
Columbite
Zircon
Sum
SiO2
TiO2
Al2O3
FeOt
MgO
MnO
CaO
Li2O
Na2O
K 2O
Rb2O
P 2O 5
B 2O 3
F
Sum

1
27.86
16.39
32.96
8.14
11.77
0.11
0.68
0.40
0.06
0.00
0.00
0.00
98.37
71.06
0.15
15.15
1.36
0.05
0.04
0.42
0.00
2.17
6.06
0.08
0.31
0.81
0.26
96.85

2
18.18
27.94
35.74
5.68
9.08
0.09
0.81
0.51
0.09
0.00
0.00
0.01
98.13
73.34
0.11
13.92
0.97
0.04
0.04
0.52
0.00
3.45
4.12
0.06
0.37
0.56
0.26
96.95

3
22.60
33.79
31.16
7.13
2.57
0.14
0.55
0.00
0.09
0.00
0.00
0.01
98.04
72.99
0.06
13.81
1.03
0.04
0.03
0.40
0.00
4.19
4.17
0.06
0.26
0.71
0.09
97.04

4
19.81
34.67
33.53
6.36
2.10
0.15
0.54
0.01
0.10
0.02
0.00
0.01
97.29
73.65
0.06
13.07
0.92
0.04
0.03
0.40
0.01
4.27
3.64
0.05
0.26
0.63
0.09
96.39

5
11.90
49.02
25.24
8.75
1.65
0.33
0.60
0.01
0.11
0.00
0.00
0.01
97.62
70.92
0.06
15.10
1.25
0.05
0.03
0.46
0.01
5.99
2.28
0.03
0.28
0.87
0.11
96.46

6
8.39
59.77
18.97
8.57
1.16
0.21
0.29
0.00
0.12
0.00
0.00
0.02
97.50
69.41
0.05
16.27
1.20
0.05
0.02
0.32
0.01
7.24
1.63
0.02
0.16
0.85
0.09
96.38

7
6.52
72.43
9.90
4.33
2.00
0.30
1.12
0.01
0.16
0.00
0.00
0.00
96.79
66.64
0.04
17.22
0.66
0.03
0.04
0.79
0.01
8.65
1.43
0.02
0.51
0.43
0.13
96.03
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systematically decrease, while
the content of Ab increases
upwards in the profile, i.e. in
the direction of crystallization.
Within the Qtz–Ab–Kfs triangle
(Fig. 8), a shift of the rock composition from Qtz + Kfs-dominated to Ab-dominated, i.e. in
direction of common evolution
of leucogranitic melts, is clear.
Approximate chemical compositions of individual layers
were computed from modal
compositions and chemistries of
rock-forming minerals analyzed
by the microprobe (Li by LAICP MS) (Tab. 2). The chemical composition of the whole
layered sequence should be calculated as a mean of the compositions of individual layers,
taken into account their relative
thickness. This method enabled,
among others, to compute contents of chemical elements difficult to analyze, such as boron.
The automated approach with
fast modal analysis and good
textural resolution significantly
shortened the time needed for
mapping of large areas of the
petrological samples.
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Fig. 8 Composition of individual layers
of lined rocks (Megiliggar, Cornwall)
in the Ab– Qtz–Kfs triangle. Note the
systematic shift to the Ab-apex from
the point 1 to 7.
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further improvements of the AM technology there are still
number of topics which can be addressed.
From the instrumentation perspective: further speeding
up of data acquisition, and better integration of additional
detectors providing extended input of information (Raman, WDS, cathodoluminescence, and micro-XRF) might
be useful.
From the software perspective: parallelization in data
processing and integration of big data concepts could
provide significant advantage while working on projects
with hundreds or thousands of samples. Also the correlative microscopy approach helping to integrate data from
other techniques and above-mentioned potential new
detectors will be highly beneficial. In the short term, the
integration of more sophisticated textural parameters is
under development.
Automated classification file construction through the
means of artificial intelligence, neural networks, principal
component analysis (PCA), machine learning, similarity search and hierarchical clustering is also a matter
of interest (Hrstka et al. 2017a). The implementation of
standards for cross-correlation between different instruments would be also highly desirable in the future. This
seems particularly important as more AM systems are
being developed and there has been very little research
comparing their analytical capabilities so far.

5. Conclusions
Combined use of all available signals (mainly BSE and
EDS) in conjunction with advanced image and patternrecognition analysis involving artificial intelligence are
required for any modern automated SEM-based mineral
analysis system. Such systems can be used not only in their
classic domain of mineral processing, plant monitoring,
optimization and design but can provide valuable information in a broad variety of Earth and material sciences. We
have demonstrated the high potential of TIMA in extending
the everyday tools for geoscience research by a number of
case studies. We have also shown that the new generation
of automated mineralogy instruments builds on the original concepts introduced in the early 1970’s but provides
additional benefits due to the improvements in analysis
modes, full integration of quantitative EDS and availability
of computation power and complex programing.
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